1. Study sources of Ancient Indian History. Ancient Indian Traditions of Historical writing

2. **Prehistoric Cultures in India.** - Lower Paleolithic, Mesolithic and new Paleolithic.


5. **Rise of Territorial States** - (Republican States and Mahajhanpadas) Rise of Religious movement in North India. Doctrines and social Dimension of Buddhism and Jainism.


8. **Gupta Empire** - administration, Economy, Changing pattern of urban development, architecture, art, literature and science.

9. **Post Gupta Times (up to 750 A.D.)** – Pallavas, Chaluakyas and Vardhan, Political History of Northern and Peninsular India, Samanta (Feudal) system and Changes in political structure- Economy, Social Structure, culture, religion.

11. Invasion of Arabs, Gaznavi and Ghoris and their Impacts.

**PART - II**

1. Sources of Medieval Indian History, Traditions of Historical writing
2. **India under Delhi Sultanate** – Qutubuddin Aibak, Iltutmish, Razia and Balban. Khilji-Imperialism- Alauddin Khilji Conquests and reforms.
5. **Foundation of Mughal Empire**- Babur, Humayun, Shershah Suri- Conquests and administration.
8. **Mughal administration and Policies** - Social, religious and economic life, literature, architecture, painting, music, science and technology.
9. Rise and Expansion of the Maratha under the Peshwas. Third Battle of Panipat – Causes, Result and impact.
HISTORY   (CODE NO. 14)  
PAPER - II     (Modern history)  
PART - I  
Modern Indian history

1. Sources of Modern Indian History, approaches of Modern Historical Writing


4. British – Maratha , British – Mysore relations, Subsidiary alliance of Wellesley – Maharaja Ranjitsingh and British – Sikh relations .

5. Establishment of supremacy of Lord Hastings and British rule in the 19th century. Reforms of Bantik, Dal Hausie's Doctrines of Lapse and reforms.


8. **Primary Stage of Indian Nationalism** - Social Background, Peasants and Tribal revolt in the initial stage of Indian
Nationalism Establishment of Indian National congress – Moderate phase and Extremists.


14. Indo-Pak War 1971 and rise of Bangla Desh

PART - II

Modern History of the World

1. Industrial and Agricultural revolution, American war of Independence.

2. French revolution - Nepolian era (1799-1815), Vienna Congress, Concert of Europe.


4. Rise of Nationalism in 19th century Unification of Germany and Italy.

5. 1871 to 1914 - Home and foreign policy of Germany Third republic of France - Foreign & Home Policy.
   1901 to 1924 Russia - Revolution of 1905, Revolution of 1917 and establishment of communism and its economic policy under the leadership of Lenin.
8. World politics between the two World wars - Naziisms, Hitlers home and Foreign policy, Fassistism - Mussoloni’s home and foreign policy, Dictatorship in Japan.